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ㅡ

A330 PACKAGE DESIGN
ㅡ
OVERVIEW

This course provides an introduction to package design with an emphasis on the
practices of the current industry. Students will develop design skills necessary to
create a distinctive and appealing brand identity for the retail marketplace. This
includes learning to design from the perspectives of aesthetics, manufacturing
processes, sustainability, and utility. Students are expected to create packaging
prototypes and document design process. Research, peer discussion and critique is an
essential part of  design and overall course.

❏ Develop and use a vocabulary of package design and product branding.
❏ Create a product’s brand identity using text and imagery.
❏ Create design concepts and folding carton patterns in Illustrator.
❏ Construct three dimensional comprehensive designs of packaging.
❏ Research social aesthetics to apply to package design.
❏ Explore both traditional and experimental uses of typography.
❏ Speed up work-flow by using software best practices, e.g., templates, guides and grids,

styles, and keyboard shortcuts.
❏ Create a digital and printed portfolio.
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SAMPLE ASSIGNMENTS & STUDENTS WORKS

PROJECT 1 - LIQUID PRODUCT

Overview & Specifications
In this project, you will develop a new product packaging design concept, including
product branding. The product is made out of the liquid(beverages, detergents, cosmetics,
and etc.) from a fictitious company. The new product requires a clean, strong design with
sustainable packaging.
The design should stand out from the competition on the supermarket shelves. There
should be 4 different varieties(flavors, scents, and etc.) (you choose them) in the line. The
packaging for the four varieties should form a distinctive pattern when placed next to
each other on the shelf, known as billboarding.

Student Works
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PROJECT 2 - FOLDING CARTON GIFT PACKAGING

Overview & Specifications
For this project, you will design and construct a prototype (full-scale 3D model) folding
carton gift box for a specialty retail company. This company specializes in a proprietary
product line that is often purchased by consumers as gifts. This company has retail outlets
of the same name in major multi-store shopping venues. This is an imaginary company.

Student Works
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